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 1                       (Whereupon, the proceedings

 2                       commenced at approximately 11:00

 3                       a.m.)

 4             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  I would like to call the

 5   meeting to order.  Good morning, everybody.

 6             We'll start with reports from our supervisors, Mr.

 7   Seminara.

 8             MR. SEMINARA:  Good morning, Commissioners.

 9             The absentee ballot report for this week is as

10   follows:  The regular absentee applications were 125; the

11   alternative were 166; we received 5 militaries; and 7

12   applications for civilians that were overseas.  That brings

13   the grand total this week of 303.  And the total so far to

14   4,218.  Compared to four years ago, we were at 9321.



15             We put over 1500 ballots in the mail over the

16   weekend.  So they're in the mail.  And we're currently up to

17   date as far as that is concerned.

18             I want to remind everybody that April 17th is the

19   last day for civilian application for absentee.

20             And, also, that application must be in the County

21   Board by 5 p.m. that day.  We will not accept postmarks,

22   that's the law.

23             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Okay.  So, under the law,

24   although we know there are circumstances that we accept
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 1   things --

 2             MR. SEMINARA:  For registrations.

 3             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  -- postmarks -- for

 4   registrations --

 5             MR. SEMINARA:  Yes.

 6             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  -- for absentee ballots, the

 7   application must physically arrive by 5 p.m. on April 17th.

 8             MR. SEMINARA:  Absolutely.  In the office.

 9             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you.

10             MR. SEMINARA:  And the ballots are ready to go,

11   printed at City Hall.  If anybody wants to vote by

12   absentee, they can just come to the counter with

13   State-issued identification and we'll be more than happy to

14   print it out for anyone.

15             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Okay.  Thank you.

16             MR. SEMINARA:  And that concludes my report.

17             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you.

18             Mr. Day.

19             MR. DAY:  We got -- all the even cartridges are

20   all done in the machines.  And all the even machines are

21   tested.

22             Right now we have the odd cartridges made up to

23   the 42 Ward when I left.  And we were starting the 20th Ward

24   testing the odd machines.
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 1             So, hopefully, we're done by Friday or Saturday,

 2   start picking them up next week.

 3             We got a couple guys we got to sticker.  So when

 4   we get all the testing done, we'll go back and sticker all

 5   the candidates that we have to sticker.

 6             MR. VOIGT:  There are two.

 7             MR. LYNCH:  Two candidates.

 8             MR. DAY:  Two candidates.

 9             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Two candidates to sticker,

10   okay.

11             MR. DAY:  All right.

12             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you.

13             Miss Murchison.

14             MS. MURCHISON:  Good morning, everyone.

15             We're -- just the conclusion of the schools, we're

16   at, this week, Holy Cross, last week we were at West

17   Catholic.

18             The total board members that came out was 421.

19             And I'm getting prepared for a make-up session.



20   That's the Saturday and Sunday before the election.

21             That's it.

22             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Okay.  And how are we doing

23   relative to last year in terms of total number who've come

24   to training now?
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 1             So far we were a little bit behind --

 2             MS. MURCHISON:  Yes.

 3             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  -- and are we still behind?

 4             MS. MURCHISON:  Yes.

 5             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Okay.

 6             MS. MURCHISON:  Yes.

 7             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Okay.  Is that it; anything

 8   else?

 9             MS. MURCHISON:  That's it.

10             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Okay.  Thank you.

11             Mr. Dowling.

12             MR. DOWLING:  Good morning.

13             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Good morning.

14             MR. DOWLING:  As of the last day of registration

15   we did 21,469 applications.  Since the last day of

16   registration we've accumulated another 917.

17             And they were due to the postmarks, transfers from

18   other counties and appeals of rejected applications.

19             So the grand total right now stands at 22,386

20   applications received.

21             Now, the breakdown of that -- of that number,

22   we've rejected 1,176 applications.  They are all mailed out.

23   We have no rejects in the office.

24             They have until Monday the 9th, if they wish to
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 1   appeal their rejection, send the application back to us that

 2   we sent them.

 3             The breakdown of the rejects missing or incorrect

 4   info was 831; applications for individuals too young for the

 5   primary was 345; out of state, out of county, out of county

 6   total was 357, out of state was 12, for a total of 369.

 7             They are also all out in the mail.  So we have

 8   nothing for other counties in the office.

 9             Campaign finance.  There's a filing due by April

10   9th.  It's for the Second Friday Pre-Primary.  And that's

11   for all candidates that appear on the ballot.

12             And any committees that contribute to those

13   candidates over 250 to one, or 1000 to numerous candidates,

14   that triggers them having to file, also.

15             Bilingual interpreters, we mailed out and called

16   -- notices to 441 bilingual interpreters that's in our

17   database.  Of that 441, we've also got 22 new recruits.  The

18   total of non-certified, including the 22 recruits, is 277.

19             Of that total, in the 2011 General, 180 of the

20   non-certified worked in a precinct.  Of that 180 total,

21   based on our notices that went out and our phone calls, 75

22   responded and will be coming April 14th to the training.

23   The total number of certified are 165.  The total that

24   worked in the 2011 General was 107.  And of the certified
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 1   that responded to our notices and phone calls, 68.  So we'll

 2   have a total of 143 people coming to training on the 14th.

 3             If the 75 people that are not certified show up,

 4   that will bring our pool of certified interpreters to 240,

 5   which is pretty good.

 6             And as I've said before, if there are any

 7   additional precincts in the city that need bilingual

 8   interpreters, we will provide interpreters to those

 9   precincts.

10             Street lists --

11             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  I have a question on

12   interpreters.  So, currently how many precincts in the city

13   require interpreters?

14             MR. DOWLING:  A little over 300.

15             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you.

16             MR. DOWLING:  And we have a pool of 441 right

17   now.

18             And as I said, anybody that may need, we will

19   accommodate, because we do have some stand-by people that

20   are willing to work.  If we're notified early in the morning

21   that somebody didn't show up, doesn't come with their

22   assignment letter --

23             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Right.

24             MR. DOWLING:  -- we'll try to dispatch somebody.
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 1             We did that for four divisions in the 2011

 2   General.

 3             All right.  The street list, a copy of the file

 4   was picked up by Barton and Coney, the vendor, on Monday.

 5   They sent proofs to us on Tuesday.  They were approved.

 6             Delivery begins today.

 7             We did the first seven wards.  And that will

 8   continue Thursday, Friday and Saturday.  And Sunday being

 9   Easter, they will not be delivering, so there may be an

10   issue that we will not be prepared to distribute on Monday,

11   because we won't have all the ward sets in and all the

12   division sets in.

13             It takes a long time to break those down, and it

14   takes a long time to get the districts set.  And I'm

15   anticipating a lot of candidates coming in for district sets

16   for their election.  Just ask that they be patient.  And

17   when they come in just sit, wait and we'll give them what

18   they need.  But it may take a little bit of time.

19             That's it.

20             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you.

21             Mr. Lynch.

22             MR. LYNCH:  Good morning, Commissioners.

23             All right.  Just to touch on what John Day was

24   saying, the two candidates that are being stickered are in
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 1   the 200 Legislative District.  It's Bobby Kerry.  And the

 2   197 Legislative District is Jane Johnson.  They're going to

 3   be stickered.

 4             Now, those names are still on the absentee and



 5   provisionals because we had already started the database for

 6   them.  But we'll make sure they're zeroed out, you know,

 7   Election Night if there is anybody that selects them.

 8             As far as the pink sheets, the sample ballots, I'm

 9   in a little -- in the same way as Tim, they'll be

10   delivered -- hopefully they'll -- the proofs are proofed, I

11   already sent them to him, the 93 splits.

12             So, hopefully, I'll start getting them delivered

13   maybe Friday, Saturday, and then probably Monday.  I don't

14   know.  He's a little behind, so I -- hopefully I'll have

15   them by the middle of next week to distribute, all right.

16   Because there is 93 different splits that I have to separate

17   them and I have to mark them all up.

18             As far as the provisional ballots, I started

19   printing them Monday.  I have 17 wards printed and packed

20   already.  They're ready.  They have to go into the boxes.

21   But they're packed in the big outer envelope.

22             The Watcher Certificates are starting to come in

23   finally.  They're coming in heavy, so hopefully we'll get

24   them all out of the way before Election Day.
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 1             That's about it.

 2             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Okay.  Thank you.

 3             Mr. Ferris.

 4             MR. FERRIS:  Good morning, Commissioners.

 5             Okay.  This will be the last Wednesday the

 6   Commissioners will hear any changes on polling places.  As

 7   required by law, everything must be set today, 20 days

 8   before the election.  So we will have hearings at 12:00 on

 9   those set, and also anything that has been pending or under

10   advisement over the past few weeks.

11             The polling place list will be available tomorrow

12   once all the changes have been put in after today's

13   hearings.  We'll work on that this afternoon and tonight.

14             And, hopefully, tomorrow, with the help of Mr.

15   Irving, we'll try to get as many printouts ran and up to

16   your office as possible.  We'll also have it on electronic

17   form that I'll load into my computer, and then I'll be able

18   to send that out to anyone who puts in a request for that.

19             We are finishing packing up the doorbells so that

20   I can send them upstairs to Joe Lynch so that he can pack

21   them in the election materials boxes.

22             We're finished working on, also, the printouts for

23   the truckers who are going to pick up their printouts

24   tomorrow.
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 1             I'll have them shipped up to the warehouse for

 2   John Day and for the trucking company who will be delivering

 3   the machines.  We'll have all that delivered tomorrow

 4   afternoon to them.

 5             So they'll be starting to make appointments

 6   starting tomorrow.  And then they will start shipping them

 7   next Friday the 13th, after the inspection is done.

 8             And other than that, that's all I have.

 9             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  I have just one --



10             MR. FERRIS:  Yes.

11             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  -- question.  When you get

12   the electronic polling place list, if you will please send

13   it to Mr. Vito so that he can post it on the Web site --

14             MR. FERRIS:  Yes.

15             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  -- for the public.

16             MR. FERRIS:  Yes.  Absolutely.

17             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you.

18             Mr. Irving.

19             MR. IRVING:  Good morning, Commissioners.

20             All the applications which we received prior to

21   the registration deadline have been processed into the

22   system, and ID cards have been mailed out to each voter.

23             We're currently processing about 80 pieces, which

24   had timely postmarks which we received between the 27th, and
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 1   today.  They should be out in tomorrow's mail, their ID

 2   cards.

 3             If they're rejected we're sending them right out

 4   also, sending a letter out and a new form for the voter to

 5   fill out to try to get back in before the appeal deadline,

 6   which is April the 9th.

 7             We sent 100 absentees up to the County Board of

 8   Elections this morning so that they can stuff ballots.  And

 9   I have about 60 of them, which are being processed right

10   now.  We'll get those up sometime this afternoon, along with

11   the labels, so that Carmen can have those sent out.

12             We've received about 27 applications from

13   surrounding counties.  And unlike other counties, we mail

14   them to the counties so that the people have the right to

15   vote come Election Day.

16             Poll books.  Our vendor, Barton Coney, will be

17   picking up a CD on Monday -- excuse, on the 9th, okay.

18   We've already notified them, they'll be here to pick it up.

19   Once they pick it up, they'll probably have it proofed back

20   down to us in about two to three hours.

21             We'll go over that, sign off on it and they'll be

22   getting processed.

23             Also, we have the labels for the polling place

24   changes.
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 1             All we need now is a date as to when we want to

 2   mail those out to the voters, okay.

 3             I think we printed about 60,000 labels, and I

 4   believe actually we're only going to need somewhere around

 5   45, or between 45 and 50,000.

 6             So, as soon as you guys give us a date, we'll have

 7   those start -- labeled up and be ready to go in a moment's

 8   notice.

 9             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Mr. Irving, is there -- would

10   you like to make a recommendation as to a date that we

11   should mail those?

12             MR. IRVING:  Yes, Commissioner.

13             I would like to send them out on the 17th.

14             The 17th is a week prior to the election.



15             I figure -- we'll end up taking them to the bulk

16   post mail center, which means the person will have them in

17   probably two days anyway.

18             But we don't want to send them out to early,

19   because then they'll get behind a dresser, tossed to the

20   side.

21             We want to keep it fresh in their minds so that we

22   can get a big turnout hopefully.

23             So if you guys say the 17th is fine, we'll make

24   sure that they're all set to be delivered that day.
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 1             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you.  We'll let you

 2   know by the end of the day today.

 3             MR. IRVING:  Thank you.

 4             And that concludes what I have today.

 5             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you very much.

 6             MR. IRVING:  You're welcome.

 7             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  I would like to make two

 8   public announcements.  First of all, the submission

 9   deadline for filing to fill election board vacancies is

10   April 11th, at 3 p.m in the Criminal Justice Center, Room

11   310.  And hearings will be held April 18th, at 10:00 a.m.

12   in City Hall, Room 285.  So that's the submission deadline

13   to fill election board vacancies.

14             And if you have -- if anyone has any questions

15   about whether election board positions are vacant, these are

16   the judge, minority and majority inspector positions on the

17   election board, and if anyone wants to know in any

18   particular division whether any spots are vacant, they

19   should please contact the County Board of Elections in Room

20   142, City Hall.  And you can call 686-3469.  That's the

21   first announcement.

22             Any questions about that?

23                       (Whereupon, there was no

24                       response.)
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 1             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  The second announcement,

 2   voting machine inspections will be held on Friday,

 3   April 13th, at 10 a.m. at the voting machine warehouse,

 4   4700 Wissahickon Avenue.  And written notification will be

 5   mailed to primary candidates to the Democratic and

 6   Republican City Committees and to the Committee of Seventy.

 7             Any questions about the voting machine

 8   inspections?

 9                       (Whereupon, there was no

10                       response.)

11             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  All right.  So I now would

12   like to open the floor for public comment and questions.

13             Mr. DeFelice.

14             MR. DeFELICE:  Hi; I'm Joe DeFelice, State

15   Republican Party.

16             First question deals with what you just mentioned

17   about the election board positions.

18             Previously I had, whenever we had put in minority

19   inspectors or majority inspectors, we had always sent



20   letters to the -- we have always sent letters to the

21   appointed individuals essentially letting them know that

22   they've been appointed, thanking them for their service,

23   letting them know the hours, and we then cc'ed in the judges

24   of election, the Democrat ward leader, and in some cases the
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 1   Republican ward leader, the Democrat City Chairman and also

 2   the Committee of Seventy.

 3             And I always had, kind of, on a personal level, I

 4   always thought there was mixed there, because on the one

 5   instance I was asked by the previous commission not to

 6   contact those workers, but on the other hand it was, kind

 7   of, like, we needed to get that information out.

 8             I didn't -- I just wanted to make a suggestion to

 9   this Commission, once these things are submitted and

10   approved by, I guess it would be Judge Dembe, does the

11   Commission have any interest in letting the judges of

12   elections know?

13             I mean, this way if it comes from the

14   Republican -- a letter comes from the Republican Party and

15   you're a Democrat judge of election saying, in West Philly

16   where there really are no Republicans left in the Republican

17   Party, not that they're really going to pay no mind to it,

18   it really doesn't serve as any official -- even if the

19   person does show up with -- my suggestion would be, if

20   something came from the City Commissioners letting them know

21   these people were court appointed and they will be coming,

22   and in some instances some of them do not show up, and I

23   understand that, but if it came from your office saying, if

24   someone shows up with this document, you must -- and I know
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 1   we handled that in the training, but I figured a way to

 2   preempt any problems so that we're not running around on

 3   Election Day trying to get people down to City Hall to

 4   enforce Court Orders.

 5             I don't know if you have given that any thought as

 6   a Commission or --

 7             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  I know that it is

 8   something we discussed before.  It's the idea that we would

 9   take the list of -- so we wait for the hearing on the --

10   whatever the six days before Election Day; is that about

11   right?

12             MR. DeFELICE:  Yes.

13             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  It is on April 11th, this

14   year.

15             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Sorry.

16             MR. DeFELICE:  No.  No.  The hearing is actually

17   the 18th.

18             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  I'm sorry.  Yes.  Thank you.

19             The hearing is on April 18th.

20             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Is your suggestion, then,

21   that we take that, the list of people who are appointed,

22   and contact the judges of elections to let them know?

23             MR. DeFELICE:  Yes.

24             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Do you mind if we discuss
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 1   this?

 2             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Yeah.  We'll take it under

 3   advisement.  Thank you.

 4             MR. DeFELICE:  And then another suggestion I want

 5   to make, essentially, and I had never done this previously,

 6   and maybe that's my fault, but -- and what I will do is,

 7   once I file, and I'm not expecting a whole lot, I do expect

 8   a significant amount for the General Election, for the

 9   primary I'm not expecting a whole lot, given anywhere in

10   the teens, maybe in the 20s.  Once I serve -- once I file

11   with the Criminal Justice Center, I could drop a copy off

12   at the Commissioners' Office, this way if you do decide to

13   do it, you could have these things essentially ready once

14   you receive the decrees, and then you go forward.

15             But I'm not, again, telling you your job, I'm just

16   simply making a recommendation.

17             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  To be fair about it, I

18   assume there are Democrats who are also appointed through

19   Court Orders --

20             MR. DeFELICE:  Yes.

21             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  -- to fill the vacant

22   seats as well?

23             MR. DeFELICE:  There are.

24             And, I mean, it is rare, because a lot of times
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 1   the Democrats -- for the most part the Democratic Party

 2   controls a decent amount of the judgeship.  At that point

 3   they could just appoint those positions if no one shows up.

 4             I mean, the Republican Party had to get a little

 5   creative about the way of getting people back inside the

 6   polling places where they missed the vote on election a few

 7   years prior.

 8             But, yes.  To answer your question.

 9             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Well, we welcome the

10   information if you wish to send it to us --

11             MR. DeFELICE:  Wonderful.

12             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  -- on whom you're planning to

13   appoint and to which divisions.

14             MR. DeFELICE:  I'll give you a copy of what I

15   file.

16             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you.

17             MR. DeFELICE:  I'll make an extra copy for the

18   Commissioners.

19             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you.

20             And you can give that to the Board -- to the

21   County Board of Elections as well.

22             MR. DeFELICE:  Mr. Seminara?

23             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Yes.

24             Is that acceptable to the other Commissioners?
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 1             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Yes.

 2             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes.

 3             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Yes.

 4             MR. DeFELICE:  Wonderful.  Thank you.



 5             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you.

 6             MR. DeFELICE:  And second thing is, I want to

 7   thank the Commissioners, and specifically Seth Bluestein,

 8   working with me over the last week, and all the

 9   Commissioners' Office.  I put in a large request in, as you

10   know, I have been bringing some issues to the forefront,

11   specifically overvotes, or what I perceived as overvotes,

12   based upon the data, and obviously rather than just to

13   focus on the one area, we decided to cast a wider net to

14   see if this thing is more widespread, if it is essentially

15   more narrow in focus.  And through Seth and from the, I

16   guess a couple different offices helped out here with

17   getting the information, we're currently running the

18   information through 2010, and through 2011.

19             Did I say something funny?

20             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Well, you could mention the

21   office by name.

22             MR. DeFELICE:  Oh, Commissioner Schmidt,

23   Commissioner Singer and Commissioner Clark, all the

24   Commission.  I'm thanking the entire Commission, which is
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 1   sometimes rare for me to do.  So I'm thanking the entire

 2   Commission for their work and help on this issue and

 3   getting it to me in a quick, a lot faster than I had

 4   expected to get it, and in electronic format, which is

 5   always a positive.

 6             So, with that -- and I had sent each of you a copy

 7   prior to today's meeting, but we also did run the 62nd Ward

 8   and the 23rd Ward from the Primary 2011, because we wouldn't

 9   want it to look like we're just focusing on the 19th and the

10   7th, we wanted to expand out to at least Quiñones-Sánchez,

11   Savage Race, and now we're going to do citywide.

12             But one of the things that stuck out, it was in

13   the 23rd Ward, we found two divisions with the similar

14   situation.  We had 63 Democratic voters, 40 mayoral votes

15   cast, 64 District Council votes cast.  So essentially there

16   was one extra vote cast than the Democrat voters that showed

17   up.

18             In the 18th division, we had 114 Democrat voters,

19   102 votes cast for the Democrat mayor, and 117 votes cast

20   for the District Council, plus three more votes than

21   Democrat voters that showed up.

22             In the 62nd Ward, and this was a little bit more

23   problematic in the 9th division, seemed to have lower

24   turnout than, and I'm not -- I'm not -- and I try to know as
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 1   many wards and divisions as possible, I'm not that familiar

 2   with the 9th division, extremely low turnout, 32 Democratic

 3   voters, 37 votes cast for the Democratic mayoral, 39 total

 4   voters cast -- 39 total voters, and 42 mayoral votes cast.

 5   In that instance, it wasn't just that there were more votes

 6   cast in the Democratic Party, it was more votes across the

 7   board.  There were three extra votes cast in 62;9 than

 8   voters that came out to the polls.

 9             Again, these are just numbers.  There could be



10   explanations.

11             You know, I'm going to say something that is

12   probably rare or at least it's never heard of is, on the low

13   end I'm seeing a little bit of a disenfranchise of

14   Republican voters.  I feel that, you know, whether

15   they're -- whether in on it or not, a situation where

16   Republicans are probably voting in Democrat Primaries.

17             Again, that's not up to that voter, that's not up

18   to that judge of elections, we have rules in place.  I guess

19   it is a close primary state, if you want to vote in the

20   Democrat Primary, you need to register, I think it is 30

21   days prior.

22             If you want to vote in the Republican Primary,

23   they can't make -- are mistakes made; yes.  And I understand

24   mistakes are made.
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 1             And it just seems, you know, there are probably

 2   about nine divisions where this has happened, and four

 3   wards.  And I guess once I conclude with the data and

 4   present it to the Commission I'm sure we'll see it a little

 5   bit more widespread.  I just don't know how widespread it

 6   has gotten.

 7             So, I wanted to, again, bring this to your

 8   attention.

 9             And one last thing while I have you, and this is

10   just -- and I'm not being cute when I say this.  A couple of

11   weeks ago I requested something from Commissioner Schmidt's

12   office, and he suggested -- I think Seth said, I'll fax it

13   to you.  And I asked if they had a scanner.  And he said,

14   no.  He didn't.

15             And I understand these are tight times in our city

16   and trying to cut back as much as possible.

17             A serious question.  If I'm able to find a scanner

18   and donate it to Commissioner Schmidt's office, is he

19   allowed to accept that scanner and everybody use that

20   scanner?

21             MR. VOIGT:  Probably not.

22             MR. DeFELICE:  Probably not?

23             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  We can't accept gifts.

24             MR. DeFELICE:  Okay.  All right.  Well, that was
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 1   just a simple question that I thought I would throw out.

 2             Thank you for your time.

 3             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you.

 4             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Let me ask you a question,

 5   DeFelice.

 6             MR. DeFELICE:  Okay.

 7             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  I need to ask you this

 8   question.  Are you telling me after the election was

 9   certified that there were more votes that wasn't counted;

10   is that the question you asked?

11             MR. DeFELICE:  No.  My question was, there was

12   actually more votes that were recorded than voters that

13   were recorded as showing up.

14             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Okay.  I just wanted to ask



15   you that.  Where you were coming from.

16             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you.

17             Any further comments or questions?

18                       (Whereupon, there was no

19                       response.)

20             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  If not, then I will remind

21   everyone that we are meeting, the Commission is meeting at

22   noon to discuss polling place changes.  And we will meet

23   next Wednesday, in this room, starting at 11:00, as usual.

24   And that's it.  We are not planning an executive session
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 1   this week.

 2             And with that, I adjourn the meeting.

 3                       (Whereupon, there was a brief

 4                       recess.)

 5                       (Whereupon, the Commission

 6                       returns to hear polling place

 7                       changes.)

 8             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  I call the meeting to order.

 9             Welcome everybody.

10             We're here to discuss the proposed moving of

11   various polling places.

12             MR. FERRIS:  Okay.  The first thing I want to do

13   is put on the record that the 1st Ward; 19th Division was a

14   Department of Justice request to move the polling place to

15   the Herron Rec Center at 250 Reed Street.  This was

16   approved last week.

17             Since then the board has found an alternate

18   location, which we did go out and check, and it is

19   accessible.

20             We are going to post signs.  That would be part of

21   the group that will be getting a postcard -- or an ID card

22   in the mail with the correct polling place on it.

23             So we would ask that you would approve this site

24   of a garage at 234 Greenwich Street.  And that would be for
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 1   the 1st Ward; 19th Division.

 2             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Is that a privately owned

 3   garage?

 4             MR. FERRIS:  A business -- no.  It belongs to a

 5   business that is there on Tasker.  And it's part of the

 6   back of their facility.  So it would be, like, an

 7   industrial, commercial garage with a big door.  It's not

 8   somebody's house.

 9             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Who is this request from?

10             MR. FERRIS:  This request is from the 1st Ward

11   Democratic Leader John Dougherty and his board.

12             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Okay.  No problem.

13             MR. FERRIS:  And I believe there is no opposition

14   from the Republican side.

15             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Commissioner Schmidt?

16             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Yes.

17             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  I approve.

18             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Approved.

19                       (Whereupon, documents signed by



20                       Commissioners.)

21             MR. FERRIS:  Since nobody is here let's do the

22   ones that were scheduled for this week first, which are the

23   8th Ward; 15th Division, moving the polling place from 2110

24   Market Street, the firehouse, to 1600 Arch Street, the
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 1   Phoenix Building.

 2             The reason is better working conditions in the

 3   handicapped accessible building.

 4             And the request is from the Democratic Ward

 5   Leader, Larry Farnese.

 6             And there is no opposition from the Republican

 7   side.

 8             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  There is none.

 9             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  We approve.

10             MR. FERRIS:  The next request is for the 22nd

11   Ward; 8th Division, moving the polling place from 6300

12   Greene Street, Stapeley Home, to 220 West Upsal Street, the

13   Blair Christian Academy.

14             The reason is to move it closer to the division.

15   It's handicapped accessible.  And the voters will not have

16   to cross the cobblestone street and get their wheelchairs

17   stuck in the cobblestones, as stated by the ward chair, who

18   was here to provide testimony last week or the week before.

19             The request is from Kevin Kelly, the Republican

20   ward leader.

21             And there is no opposition on the Democratic side.

22             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Yes.

23             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes.

24             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Approved.
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 1             MR. FERRIS:  The next one is for the 22nd Ward;

 2   10th Division, also moving the polling place from 6300

 3   Greene Street, the Stapeley Home, to 221 Upsal Street, the

 4   Blair Christian Academy.

 5             The reason is handicapped accessibility.  And this

 6   will actually move the division back -- move the polling

 7   place back into the division.

 8             The request is from the Republican ward leader.

 9             And there is no opposition from the Democratic

10   ward leader.

11             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Yes.

12             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes.

13             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Approved.

14             MR. FERRIS:  The next one is for the 34th Ward;

15   13th Division, moving the polling place from Cassidy

16   School, 66 and Lansdowne Avenue, to 636 North 66th Street,

17   the Harambee Institute.

18             The reason is handicapped accessibility.

19             And this is a request from the Department of

20   Justice.

21             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Yes.

22             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes.

23             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Approved.

24             MR. FERRIS:  The next one is for the 34th Ward;
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 1   18th Division, moving the polling place from the Good

 2   Shepherd Church, 815 North 65th Street, also to the

 3   Harambee Institute at 636 North 66th Street.

 4             The reason is handicapped accessibility.

 5             And the request is from the Department of Justice.

 6             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Yes.

 7             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes.

 8             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Approved.

 9             MR. FERRIS:  The next one is for the 34th Ward;

10   19th Division, moving the polling place from the Cassidy

11   School at 66 and Lansdowne Avenue, also to the Harambee

12   Institute, 636 North 66th Street.

13             The reason is handicapped accessibility.

14             And the request is from the Department of Justice.

15             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Yes.

16             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes.

17             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Approved.

18             MR. FERRIS:  The next one is for the 45th Ward;

19   14th Division, moving the polling place from Frankford and

20   Ontario, the Webster School, to 2301 East Allegheny Avenue,

21   the School of Nursing.

22             The reason in handicapped accessibility and back

23   into the division.

24             And the request is from the Democratic Ward
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 1   Leader, Harry Enggasser.

 2             And I believe there is no opposition from the

 3   Republican side.

 4             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Yes.

 5             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes.

 6             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Approved.

 7             MR. FERRIS:  Okay.  Now we're going to go back to

 8   the polling places that were under advisement.

 9             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Did we do 45;15?

10             MR. FERRIS:  That's actually -- I'll do that one

11   next.  That is part of one that was scheduled, and then

12   they have an alternate division, so -- okay.  I'll do that

13   one first.

14             45th Ward; 15th Division, moving the polling place

15   from the Monkiewicz Rec Center at Richmond and Allegheny

16   Avenue.  The request was to move it originally to the

17   firehouse at Belgrade and Ontario.

18             However, the ward leader came up with an alternate

19   site of the Gavin Rec Center located at East Westmoreland

20   and Almond Streets.

21             This actually puts it into an accessible building

22   that is actually located within the division.

23             And the request is from the Republican Ward

24   Leader, Kevin Pasquay.
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 1             And there is no opposition from the Democratic

 2   ward leader.

 3             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Yes.

 4             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes.



 5             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  So, we're denying the

 6   original request and approving the alternative location?

 7             MR. FERRIS:  Correct.

 8             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Done.

 9             MR. FERRIS:  Okay.  Back to the -- okay.  The

10   first two that we have is the 33rd Ward; 17th Division,

11   moving the polling place from F Street and Indiana Avenue,

12   the McPherson Library, to Elkhart and Helen Streets, the

13   Willard School.

14             The reason was handicapped accessibility.

15             The request was from the Department of Justice.

16             This was held under advisement until further

17   information could be gathered.

18             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Yes.  Further information was

19   gathered.  I got data from the police department and also

20   spoke with the head of Philadelphia Town Watch.  And based

21   on what they advised me, it is not -- well, there are

22   issues of crime, it is not so different from issues in

23   other parts of the city that it warrants keeping the

24   polling place where it is.
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 1             So, I am ready to approve this, if my fellow

 2   Commissioners are ready.

 3             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Yes.

 4             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes.

 5             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Approved.

 6             MR. FERRIS:  The next one is the 33rd Ward; 18th

 7   Division, also moving the polling place from the McPherson

 8   Library, F Street and Indiana Avenue, to the Elkhart and

 9   Helen Streets, Willard School.

10             The reason was handicapped accessibility, from the

11   Department of Justice.

12             And this was the same reasoning.

13             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  It was the same.  These two

14   were both in the same situation.

15             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Yes.

16             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes.

17             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Approved.

18             MR. FERRIS:  Okay.  The next one is the 25th

19   Ward; 1st Division, moving the polling place from 3159 East

20   Thompson Street, the Polish Eagles Club, to 3068 Belgrade

21   Street, the Port Richmond Senior Center.

22             The reason was handicapped accessibility.

23             And the request was from the Department of

24   Justice.
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 1             We met with -- this was held under advisement.  We

 2   did meet with the ward leader out there and explained what

 3   could and could not be done.  And they, kind of, realized

 4   that there is no way that they could make this accessible.

 5             So, I'm going to ask you to vote on this.

 6             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Which ward and division?

 7             MR. FERRIS:  That's 25th Ward; 1st Division.

 8             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Okay.  Yes.

 9             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes.



10             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Approved.

11             MR. FERRIS:  The next one is for the 25th Ward;

12   13th Division, moving the polling place from the Firm Hope

13   Baptist Church at 2313 East Auburn Street to Cedar and

14   Cambria Streets, the Cohocksink Rec Center.

15             And the reasonable was handicapped accessibility.

16             And the request was from the Department of

17   Justice.

18             Here, again, we went out with the ward leader and

19   committee person, actually canvassed the area with him and

20   explained how the church could not be made handicapped

21   accessible.  And they realized it could not be done.

22             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Yes.

23             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes.

24             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Approved.
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 1             MR. FERRIS:  Okay.  We're going to go to the 28th

 2   Ward; 12th Division, moving the polling place from 2602

 3   North Corlies Street, the Community Association, to 32nd

 4   Street and Lehigh Avenue, the Ethel Allen School.

 5             The reason was handicapped accessibility.

 6             And the request was from the Department of

 7   Justice.

 8             We did meet with the committee people and the

 9   owner of the building out at that site, explained what would

10   have to be done in order to make it accessible.  And with

11   the amount of work that had to be done, they were a little

12   -- even though they don't agree with the change, they do see

13   that they really have no choice at this point.

14             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Approved.

15             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Yes.

16             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Approved.

17             MR. FERRIS:  The 28th Ward; 13th Division, moving

18   the polling place from 2509 North 30th Street, the

19   Schwenkfelder Church, to 32nd and Lehigh Avenue, the Ethel

20   Allen School.

21             The reason is handicapped accessibility, from the

22   Department of Justice.

23             Once again, we did meet with the committee person

24   and the block captain, and the judge and the pastor out
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 1   there at the church.  Did explain what had to be done, what

 2   couldn't be done.  They still are not very happy with this.

 3             We have exhausted all our possibilities of trying

 4   to find another location, working with the Ward Leader,

 5   Commissioner Clark, to try to find a closer spot, trying to

 6   find a reason -- or a way to put up a handicapped ramp there

 7   somehow.

 8             It's just with the amount of work that needs to be

 9   done and the cost involved with permits and making sure

10   there is enough space on the sidewalk, and getting the

11   church to okay to redo basically the whole front of the

12   church.

13             They were supposed to be here to give more

14   testimony, and are not present, so I would ask you to vote



15   since this is the last day we can change polling places.

16             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Yes.

17             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Approved.

18             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Approved.

19             MR. FERRIS:  Okay.  The next one is for the 31st

20   Ward; 14th Division, moving the polling place from 2301

21   East Cumberland Street, the office, to York and Trenton

22   Streets, the Hackett School.

23             The reason was handicapped accessibility.

24             From the Department of Justice.
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 1             This is one where the ward leaders were supposed

 2   to meet us out there at the site.

 3             I did speak to the Democratic ward leader.  The

 4   Republican ward leader was waiting for him to get back to

 5   me.

 6             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Yes.  I spoke with him and

 7   they committed to making this handicapped accessible.  On

 8   the condition that it is not, then in November it would be

 9   moved.

10             So I vote no.

11             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  I'm sorry.  Could you say

12   that again?

13             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Yeah.  Certainly.

14             In the 31st Ward; 14th Division, the Republican

15   ward leader has committed, and we expect that commitment in

16   writing as well, to make the polling place handicapped

17   accessible by the addition of a ramp that comes up, I guess,

18   at an angle to the front door.

19             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  But not in time for the

20   primary.

21             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Not in time for the

22   primary, correct.

23             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Okay.  And it is my

24   understanding that we have been asked to make extensions
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 1   for various polling places who have said, in essence,

 2   please let us, until the summer, you know, give us time,

 3   don't move our polling place.

 4             And it's my understanding, that under the terms of

 5   the Department of Justice we're not allowed to grant an

 6   extension.

 7             This was argued also in the 28th Ward, and --

 8             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  The challenge that we

 9   faced with the 28th Ward was, there was no -- as I

10   understand, there was no way to make that polling place

11   handicapped accessible.

12             Whereas, in this division, the 31st Ward, there is

13   a way to make it handicapped accessible.  And they committed

14   to have some local union to build the ramp.

15             MR. FERRIS:  We need to -- we need to confirm

16   that with, like, an architect.  We would need some kind of

17   architectural drawing to make sure that, that would be --

18   that it would work.

19             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Right.



20             MR. FERRIS:  With just looking at it, we can't

21   tell.  It's close because it's only one step that we're

22   talking about.  It does involve a poll that's there.

23             So, we would need somebody to give us, you know,

24   an expert opinion, and hopefully permission to do it at that
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 1   place.

 2             I mean, this is one where, you know, it's going to

 3   come down to the three of you to vote.

 4             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  So, we can basically put it

 5   off until later on today.

 6             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Well --

 7             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  I don't think that we can

 8   put -- I think we are at the end of the line for time.

 9             MR. FERRIS:  Yeah.  I mean, a decision has to be

10   made today on this.  Preferably now.

11             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  I will be voting no.

12             MR. FERRIS:  You can vote on it.

13             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  I think we do need to vote on

14   it.

15             I am not prepared to vote no at this time given

16   that I haven't seen a letter.  There has been -- yeah.  I

17   haven't seen the letter, we don't have the architectural

18   drawings, and we can certainly move the polling place back

19   for the General Election once it is, in fact, made

20   handicapped accessible.

21             MR. FERRIS:  Correct.  We can do that at any

22   polling place.

23             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  So, I will be voting yes to

24   approve this change.
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 1             Commissioner Clark?

 2             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  How will you be voting?

 3             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  No.

 4             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Run that past me one more

 5   time, Gary, please.

 6             Explain to me --

 7             MR. FERRIS:  Well, from the Department of Justice

 8   standpoint, the -- they say that it can't be fixed.  But we

 9   don't know for sure until we get someone out there to, you

10   know -- with more experience than we have to see if they

11   can actually do some work at the door, build a ramp that

12   possibly could come down and go to the side.  And then we

13   would need permission from the site there, too.

14             So, I mean, there always is that possibility that

15   this one could be done because it only involves one step.

16             But at this point I can't say whether, in my

17   opinion, it can be done or it can't be done.

18             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Unless the two ward

19   leaders, Vince Fenerty and --

20             MR. FERRIS:  Peg Rzepski.

21             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  -- Peg Rzepski testified

22   about this.

23             MR. FERRIS:  Yeah.  There was previous testimony

24   given about how long this polling place was there, and they
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 1   never had a problem and they have their own ramp that they

 2   use.

 3             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  And they would -- they would

 4   provide everything in order to have this --

 5             MR. FERRIS:  They would do whatever they could to

 6   make sure this gets done up to code, correct.

 7             It is on you three.

 8             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Okay.  I will be voting with

 9   Al.

10             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  I'm sorry?

11             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  I'll be voting -- you voted

12   no?

13             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  No.

14             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  No.

15             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Okay.  This request is denied

16   by a vote of the Commission.

17             MR. FERRIS:  You can put two.

18             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Yes.

19             MR. FERRIS:  The next one is for the 31st Ward;

20   15th Division, moving the polling place from 2434 Cedar

21   Street, Luke's Bar, to York and Trenton Streets, the

22   Hackett School.

23             The reason is handicapped accessibility.

24             The request is from the Department of Justice.
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 1             Since they provided testimony last week they have

 2   come up with an alternative location.  It's called the 2424

 3   Studios, which is a large old warehouse that has been

 4   converted into studios and stores.

 5             It is at 2424 East York Street.  It is handicapped

 6   accessible.

 7             So, we would ask you to approve the alternate

 8   location and deny the original location.

 9             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Yes.

10             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Which one is this?

11             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  This is Ward 31; Division 15.

12             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes.

13             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Okay.  So we are agreed that

14   we will deny the original and approve the alternate

15   location.

16             MR. FERRIS:  Correct.

17             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  It is handicapped

18   accessible?

19             MR. FERRIS:  Yes.

20             Okay.  The next one I have is for the 23rd Ward;

21   17th Division, moving the polling place from 2006 Orthodox

22   Street, the American Legion Post, to Ditman and Wakelin

23   Streets, the Gambrel Rec Center.

24             The reason was handicapped accessibility.
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 1             The request was from the Department of Justice.

 2             When testimony was given last week on this, the

 3   ward chair on the Democratic side said that he would get a

 4   letter from the Post stating that he had permission to do



 5   work here, to have the doorway rebuilt.

 6             At this present time I have nothing in writing and

 7   no additional testimony.

 8             I was told that he would be e-mailing me or faxing

 9   me a letter over from someone, but I have nothing at this

10   point.

11             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Is this from the

12   Democratic ward leader --

13             DEPUTY COMMISSIONER MOSS:  Yes.

14             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  -- that they are making

15   it --

16             DEPUTY COMMISSIONER MOSS:  Dan Savage, the ward

17   leader, is taking full responsibility in the operations to

18   make it handicapped accessible, and he is to send a letter

19   today.

20             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  In time for the primary?

21             DEPUTY COMMISSIONER MOSS:  No.

22             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Do we have a copy of what he

23   e-mailed?

24             MR. FERRIS:  I checked.  I checked downstairs at
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 1   11:50 before I came up, there was nothing there, so I don't

 2   know.

 3             DEPUTY COMMISSIONER MOSS:  That was a half hour

 4   ago.

 5             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  You don't have anything

 6   faxed over here?

 7             DEPUTY COMMISSIONER MOSS:  No.

 8             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Jorge, I'm sorry, it is

 9   that you received something, or that you were made aware --

10             DEPUTY COMMISSION SANTANA:  I got a call from

11   Noam saying that Dan Savage called about the E-mail and the

12   letter regarding polling places.

13             DEPUTY COMMISSIONER MOSS:  And that was the same

14   thing, because he said that he was contacting --

15             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Okay.  And you did make a

16   call here.

17             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  I will vote no.

18             MR. FERRIS:  If you would like, if you're going

19   to be around I can say we can wait an hour, I can call you

20   when I get the letter so --

21             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes.  Please.

22             MR. FERRIS:  -- that you can read the letter and

23   see if that letter will suffice.  If you're okay with that

24   letter.
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 1             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yeah.

 2             MR. FERRIS:  Or whether you want to move the

 3   polling place anyway and make them do the renovations and

 4   then they can move it back.  If you want to do that, that's

 5   the only one that would be outstanding for, you know, I

 6   would say just an hour, because I need to get started on

 7   changing everything.

 8             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Yeah.

 9             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Is it possible for us to



10   do that informally being impaneled?

11             MR. FERRIS:  Fred?

12             MR. VOIGT:  Yeah.

13             COMMISSIONER SCHMIDT:  Okay.

14             MR. VOIGT:  Sure.

15             MR. FERRIS:  We would take a vote, and then next

16   week we would put it on the record that this happened?

17             MR. VOIGT:  Yes.

18             MR. FERRIS:  Okay.

19             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  All right.  So, then, let me

20   just make it clear for the record what happened.  We have

21   decided that we will meet informally later this afternoon

22   to make a final decision on Ward 23; Division 17.

23             And, otherwise, we've addressed everything.

24             We never signed a piece of paper for Ward 1;
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 1   Division 19.

 2             MR. FERRIS:  Yes.  I will get that to you.  I

 3   thought that I had it with me.  I need to get the old one

 4   that you signed and just have you change the old one, which

 5   I have downstairs.

 6             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Okay.  All right.

 7             MR. FERRIS:  That concludes all polling places

 8   that can be changed by the Commissioners today.

 9             Like I said, we will start working on getting

10   everything into both the SURE System and the CICS System

11   here.

12             Once everything is updated tonight, we'll start

13   working, first thing in the morning, to get the, first of

14   all, the list ready for the truckers.  And then I will get a

15   disk cut from Greg for the Web site and for anyone that

16   wants it electronically.  And then I will get printouts sent

17   up to your office, more paper than you can imagine.

18             MADAME CHAIRWOMAN:  Thank you.  This meeting is

19   adjourned.

20                       (Whereupon, the proceeding was

21                       adjourned at approximately 12:25

22                       p.m.)
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